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From microbial systems to socioeconomic systems, 
macroscopic patterns emerge from microscopic 

interactions

• Cellular slime molds

Bonner: The social cell
Keller and Segel: Initiation of aggregation as an instability



Aerial photograph of a large wildebeest herd, courtesy A.R.E. Sinclair (plate 3 
from A.R.E. Sinclair, The African Buffalo).

Large animal aggregations emerge from local interactions
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With possible benefits for all-
These are “public goods”



This inescapably leads to conflicts 
between levels

6http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/



Creating challenges for societies

laternaeducation.com



And the need to scale from individuals to 
ensembles….and back

Claudo Carere
StarFLAG EU FP6 project



Can cooperation be achieved at the 
global level on climate change and 

other environmental problems?



How can we achieve cooperation in 
the collective good?

• How does nature achieve it?

http://www.denizsozluk.com



In starling flocks, birds pay attention 
to about 7 nearest neighbors

Naomi Leonard’s group shows that this 
maximizes robustness, a public good

Claudo Carere
StarFLAG EU FP6 project



But what’s best for the group may not 
be best for the individual

J. theor. Biol. (1971) 31, 295-311 

Geometry for the Selfish Herd 
W. D. HAMILTON 

Department of Zoology, 
Imperial College, London, S. W.7, England 

(Received 28 September 1970) 

This paper presents an antithesis to the view that gregarious behaviour 
is evolved through benefits to the population or species. Following Galton 
(1871) and Williams (1964) gregarious behaviour is considered as a form 
of cover-seeking in which each animal tries to reduce its chance of being 
caught by a predator. 

It is easy to see how pruning of marginal individuals can maintain 
centripetal instincts in already gregarious species; some evidence that 
marginal pruning actually occurs is summarized. Besides this, simply 
defined models are used to show that even in non-gregarious species 
selection is likely to favour individuals who stay close to others. 

Although not universal or unipotent, cover-seeking is a widespread and 
important element in animal aggregation, as the literature shows. Neglect 
of the idea has probably followed from a general disbelief that evolution 
can be dysgenic for a species. Nevertheless, selection theory provides no 
support for such disbelief in the case of species with outbreeding or un- 
subdivided populations. 

The model for two dimensions involves a complex problem in geo- 
metrical probability which has relevance also in metallurgy and com- 
munication science. Some empirical data on this, gathered from random 
number plots, is presented as of possible heuristic value. 

1. A Model of Predation in One Dimension 

Imagine a circular lily pond. Imagine that the pond shelters a colony of 
frogs and a water-snake. The snake preys on the frogs but only does so at a 
certain time of day-up to this time it sleeps on the bottom of the pond. 
Shortly before the snake is due to wake up all the frogs climb out onto the 
rim of the pond. This is because the snake prefers to catch frogs in the 
water. If it can’t find any, however, it rears its head out of the water and 
surveys the disconsolate line sitting on the rim-it is supposed that fear of 
terrestial predators prevents the frogs from going back from the rim-the 
snake surveys this line and snatches the nearest one. 
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Results

• ESS # of neighbors is less when goal is finding 
resources than when avoiding predation



These are game-
theoretic problems
with many players



The New Big Fish Called Mean-Field Game Theory

Many people believe that mathematics research
is over. Yet, as I often retort to them, we still
only know little of the immense ocean of mathe-
matical structures, which, yet, fill the world we
live  in.  One  recent  advancement  is  that  of
mean-field games  around 2006, independently
by  Minyi  Huang,  Roland  Malhamé  and  Peter
Caines in Montreal, and by Jean-Michel Lasry
and Fields medalist Pierre-Louis Lions in Paris.
This revolutionary model has since been greatly
developed by other mathematicians and largely
applied  to  describe  complex  multi-agent  dy-
namic systems, like Mexican waves, stock mar-
kets or fish schoolings.

Applications of mean-field games go way beyond the realm of animal swarms! Recently, Lasry and Lions exploited mean-

The New Big Fish Called Mean-Field Game Theory | Science4All http://www.science4all.org/article/mean-field-games/
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Write Fokker-Planck equation
for mass
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This paper analyses the processes by which organisms form groups and how social forces
interact with environmental variability and transport. For aquatic organisms, the latter is
especially important—will sheared or turbulent flows disrupt organism groups? To analyse
such problems, we use individual-based models to study the environmental and social forces
leading to grouping. The models are then embedded in turbulent flow fields to gain an
understanding of the interplay between the forces acting on the individuals and the transport
induced by the fluid motion. Instead of disruption of groups, we find that flows often enhance
grouping by increasing the encounter rate among groups and thereby promoting merger into
larger groups; the e!ect breaks down for strong flows.

We discuss the transformation of individual-based models into continuum models for the
density of organisms. A number of subtle di"culties arise in this process; however, we find
that a direct comparison between the individual model and the continuum model is quite
favorable. Finally, we examine the dynamics of group statistics and give an example of
building an equation for the spatial and temporal variations of the group-size distribution
from individual-based simulations.

These studies lay the groundwork for incorporating the e!ects of grouping into models of
the large scale distributions of organisms as well as for examining the evolutionary
consequences of group formation.

! 1999 Academic Press

1. Introduction

The problem of animal aggregation is a central
one in both ecological and evolutionary theory.
Why do animals group, what proximate cues do
they use, and what are the ecological conse-

quences? Patterns are manifest and observable
only at the level of the population, but are
mediated at the level of the individual, the focal
point for selection. Our thesis is that it is essential
to explore the linkages between these levels, and
in particular to understand how changes in
individuals’ responses to their environments
translate into changes in observable patterns.

† Author to whom all correspondence should be
addressed.
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Modeling Natural Selection at Multiple Levels of Organization 

By Daniel B. Cooney, Simon A. Levin, Yoichiro Mori, and Joshua B. Plotkin  
 
 

Natural selection in complex biological and social systems can simultaneously operate across multiple 
levels of organization, ranging from genes and cells to animal groups and complex human societies. 
A common aspect of these scenarios is an evolutionary tug-of-war in which a trait or behavior that benefits 
a single individual may detrimentally affect the group to which the individual belongs (and vice versa). 
Such conflicts arise in the supply of common goods—like the production of diffusible metabolic enzymes 
in yeast populations [13] and collective hunting in animal groups [2]—as well as  the evolution of 
virulence, during which pathogens that spread rapidly within a host’s cells may decrease the opportunity 
for onward transmission to subsequent hosts [8, 10]. One can also fundamentally think of cancer as a 
problem of multilevel selection; tumor cells benefit in the short term from rapid replication at the 
detriment of the organism’s long-term health [1]. This tension between the interests of individuals and 
groups features heavily in the study of major evolutionary transitions, during which new levels of 
selection arise through innovations in biological complexity (such as the emergence of multicellular life 
and the evolution of language) [17]. 
To investigate the evolutionary competition between the interests of individuals and groups, we use 
game theory to formulate the incentives of cheating and cooperative behaviors. We consider a game in 
which individuals pair up and play one of two possible strategies: they can cooperate and pay a cost to 
confer a benefit to fellow group members or defect, pay no cost, and confer no benefit. This choice 
gives rise to a social dilemma; defectors receive a higher individual payoff than cooperators, but groups 
with many cooperators have higher average payoffs than groups with many defectors. 

 
M odels of M ultilevel Selection 

We generate a model of multilevel selection to explore the tension between the individual incentive to 
defect and the collective incentive to cooperate. By generalizing the work of Shishi Luo and Jonathan C. 
Mattingly, we consider a nested birth-death process in which reproductive competition occurs among 
both individuals and groups [11, 12]. Individuals produce copies of themselves at a rate that depends on 
their personal payoff from social interactions, and the offspring individual replaces a randomly chosen 
group member. Groups also produce copies of themselves at a rate that is proportional to the average 
payoff of their members, and the offspring group replaces a randomly chosen group in the population. 
One may interpret this group-level reproduction as a literal reproduction event in the context of cell 
division [6], a collective viral transmission [14], or the occurrence of one group imitating the strategy 
composition of another in the context of social or cultural evolution [9]. Figure 1 depicts individual- and 
group-level reproduction events. The fraction of defectors within groups tends to increase in frequency 
due to defector advantage in individual-level events, while the fraction of groups t h a t  feature many 
cooperators may also increase in the population due to cooperator advantage under group-level 
reproduction or imitation events. 

 
 
 
 
 





Even whether to be part of the group 
is a game-theoretic problem

Evolution of cooperation and skew under
imperfect information
Erol Akçaya,1, Adam Meirowitzb, Kristopher W. Ramsayb, and Simon A. Levina,1

Departments of aEcology and Evolutionary Biology and bPolitics, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544

Contributed by Simon A. Levin, July 27, 2012 (sent for review March 26, 2012)

The evolution of cooperation in nature and human societies depends
crucially on how the bene!ts from cooperation are divided and
whether individuals have complete information about their pay-
offs. We tackle these questions by adopting a methodology from
economics called mechanism design. Focusing on reproductive skew
as a case study, we show that full cooperationmay not be achievable
due to private information over individuals’ outside options, re-
gardless of the details of the speci!c biological or social interaction.
Further, we consider how the structure of the interaction can evolve
to promote the maximum amount of cooperation in the face of the
informational constraints. Our results point to a distinct avenue
for investigating how cooperation can evolve when the division
of bene!ts is "exible and individuals have private information.

other-regarding preferences | social evolution | incentive compatibility |
reproductive transactions | cheap-talk bargaining

Cooperative interactions drive much of the ecological, evolu-
tionary, and social dynamics of organisms ranging from soil

bacteria to primates, including—and especially—humans. Whereas
much theory focuses on various mechanisms that promote co-
operative behaviors (1–6), some fundamental questions remain
unresolved. Among them is how the bene!ts of cooperation are
to be divided among cooperating agents. Most theoretical work
conceives of cooperation as a binary affair with payoffs to indi-
viduals from each outcome set a priori. However, frequently, the
surplus from cooperation, whether it is the kill of a cooperatively
hunting group or the reproductive output of a breeding group,
can be partitioned among individuals in different ways; and how
this division is achieved affects how likely individuals are to co-
operate. Further, most research on biological cooperation fo-
cuses implicitly or explicitly on situations where individuals make
decisions under perfect information of their and others’ payoffs.
However, private information, where some individuals have ac-
cess to information and others do not, is a feature of many bi-
ological and social interactions. Although private information
has been studied in a few speci!c contexts before, including mate
choice (7, 8), parental care (9, 10), and animal con"icts (11), the
role of private information in the evolution of cooperation in
general remains understudied.
We introduce a distinct approach to biology to study how

cooperation can be maintained when the division of bene!ts is
"exible and individuals have private information. This approach,
called mechanism design (12) and borrowed from economics,
inverts the standard methodology of game-theoretic modeling.
Instead of specifying a particular game and analyzing its equilibria,
we analyze the properties of equilibrium outcomes in a large class
of games and also ask what the consequences of different game
structures are for the !tness of different individuals and the
group’s reproductive output.

As a case study, we use a problem of central importance
to behavioral ecology and social evolution: the partitioning of
reproduction, or reproductive skew, within a breeding group.
A large body of work in behavioral ecology aims to understand
the evolution of reproductive skew (13) as a function of de-
mographic, individual, and ecological variables. However, pat-
terns of reproductive skew remain contradictory: A recent review
(14) concludes that whereas theory explains between-species
patterns with some success, within-species patterns of skew often

do not conform to theoretical predictions. We suggest that these
failures occur because existing theory (14–16) assumes that re-
productive skew evolves under perfect information about all rel-
evant variables (17). In reality, however, individuals might
be expected to have private information about themselves or the
environment, which as we show dramatically affects both the scope
of cooperation and the division of the bene!ts when cooperating.
A related problem is that the proliferation of models in skew
theory, driven in part by the empirical dif!culties, has resulted in
a situation where many contradictory patterns can be predicted,
depending on the details of the model (14). Together with
a systematic theory of which models apply in different settings,
this could be a desirable property, but there is currently no such
theory; hence the abundance of models fails to generate the
clarity that theory is supposed to provide. Our approach avoids
this problem by obtaining results independent of the precise
game structure for a large class of games and also provides a !rst
step in asking how the transactions game itself might evolve.
Our basic setup is a twist on the canonical reproductive skew

model. Consider two individuals, labeled 1 and 2, who have the
option of forming a group and breeding together or breeding
alone. Label their expected success when breeding alone—their
outside options—as o1 and o2, respectively. We depart from the
canonical model in assuming that these options are not observed
directly by both individuals; individual 1 only “knows,” i.e., can
condition its behavior on, o1, but cannot condition on o2, and
vice versa. The outside options are distributed according to some
probability distribution, and hence natural selection will lead to
optimal strategies according to their expected !tness consequences.
This assumption differs from that in previous models, where the
outside options are commonly known; hence individual 1’s strat-
egy can be conditional on the lowest share 2 will accept, and vice
versa. This is not possible in our setting and thus optimal strategies
will typically miss some mutually bene!cial opportunities for co-
operation. If the individuals form the group, they can obtain a
joint breeding success of !. This joint reproductive success is to be
divided between 1 and 2 through some sort of game; our goal is to
study which groups and divisions of reproduction are compatible
with evolutionary stability of strategies in any kind of game and
what game structures can implement the optimal outcome. For
most of the following, it is more convenient to work with the
potential losses and gains from group formation, de!ned as g1 =
o1 (the reproduction individual 1 gives up by entering the group)
and g2 = ! ! o2 (the reproduction individual 2 could potentially
gain by entering the group). We sometimes call g1 and g2 players’
“types.” Suppose that g1 (" [a1, b1]) and g2 (" [a2, b2]) are dis-
tributed according to f1(g1) and f2(g2), with cumulative distributions
F1(·) and F2(·), respectively. We assume that these distributions
are attributes of the environmental variation, i.e., do not change
with the strategies of individuals or the game structure. Hence,

Author contributions: E.A., A.M., K.W.R., and S.A.L. designed research; E.A., A.M., and
K.W.R. performed research; E.A., A.M., K.W.R., and S.A.L. contributed new reagents/an-
alytic tools; and E.A., A.M., K.W.R., and S.A.L. wrote the paper.

The authors declare no con!ict of interest.
1To whom correspondence may be addressed. E-mail: eakcay@princeton.edu or slevin@
princeton.edu.

This article contains supporting information online at www.pnas.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.
1073/pnas.1212925109/-/DCSupplemental.
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Public goods problems are widespread 
in socio-economic and ecological 

contexts

→

Patrick Semansky/AP

http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/sossaheluk/2701299788/in/photostream/


Hence, economic perspectives can 
inform evolutionary questions, and 

vice versa

www.neofo
rmix.com



Indeed, ecology and economics are 
two sides of the same coin

http://ecoopportunity.net/2013/07/sustainability-and-innovation-two-sides-of-the-same-coin/



Public goods and CPR problems are 
central in ecology

• Information
• Tumors
• Chelation and siderophores
• Water-use

Eduardo Zea



Even bacteria cooperate

www.cs.montana.edu/~ross

Livescience.com



Dental biofilms

Livescience.com

Little Shop of Horrors



Link between group living and communication

Quorum Sensing Slime Biofilms

Low cell density High cell density

Pseudomonas aeruginosa Slime OFF Slime ON

Vibrio cholerae Slime ON Slime OFF

Extracellular Polymers (Slime)

Key

Cell that makes 
polymer

Cell that cannot 
make polymer

Extracellular 
polymer

Nutrient Diffusion

Nadell, Xavier, Levin, Foster



Biofilm public goods production

Constitutive Slime-producer

Slime

QS Strain (below quorum)

QS Strain (above quorum)

Nadell, Xavier, Levin, Foster



Public goods and CPR problems are 
central in ecology

• Information
• Tumors
• Chelation and siderophores
• Water use
• N fixation
• Extracellular proteins
• Antibiotics

http://www.intechopen.com/



Of course, antibiotic use in human 
societies (including agriculture) 

involves public goods
and the Commons

30



Public goods and CPR problems are 
central in ecology

• Information
• Tumors
• Chelation and siderophores
• Water use
• N fixation
• Extracellular proteins
• Antibiotics
• Vaccination and mask wearing

Business-standard.com
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Vaccination is another public-goods 
problem

pubs.acs.org

images.usatoday.com



Public goods maintenance is 
essential to sustainability of our 

societies



William Forster Lloyd (1832) 
The Commons

Aelbert_Cuyp



The tragedy of the (unregulated) Commons

http://www.physics.ohio-state.edu/~wilkins

Garrett Hardin



The solution (Hardin)

“Mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon”
http://www.physics.ohio-state.edu/~wilkins



The maintenance of cooperation in small societies 
depends on shared and mutually agreed-upon norms

Lin Ostrom



Fairness norms can provide "mutual 
coercion, mutually agreed upon"

with Alessandro Tavoni and Maja Schlüter

http://geo.coop/node/654



Tavoni, Schlueter, Levin
Coordination game

Figure 4: The ⇤(f�
c ) = ⇥d(ed, R�) loci guaranteeing coexistence of types (given

the ostracism function in Fig. 3), superimposed on the contours of the resource
function at equilibrium (brighter shades indicate higher resource levels). The
cooperators extract at the social optimum, while defectors above it, according
to their type as given by the e↵ort multiplier µ: given the latter (e.g. µ = 2.5)
one can determine which equilibrium arises for a given initial fc (e.g. a Mixed
equilibrium on locus b with relatively high R� for fc = 0.8). The highest level
of µ on the y-axis corresponds to µnash, and yields, depending on the initial
fc, either a Mixed or a Defector equilibrium (both with the minimal R�in their
category).

Inspection of the curves in Figure 4 allows one to assess the qualitative features
of the system resulting from the above condition: to the left of locus a, i.e. for
low initial fc, ⇤(fc) < ⇥d(ed, R), so the system will evolve towards the stable
defector equilibrium independently of µ. If, for instance, we consider defectors
who extract resource according to the Nash rule (µnash : ed = enash), the equi-
librium will be characterized by ⇤(0) = 0 < ⇥d(ed, Rnash) (see footnote 4). To
the right of locus a, ⇤(fc) > ⇥d(ed, R), so the community of appropriators fol-
lowing the restrictive norm will grow larger. The system will transition towards
the cooperator equilibrium when the e↵ort di↵erence between cooperators and
defectors is not too large (low µ), as the above inequality will continue to hold
until stable monomorphic cooperation obtains, with ⇤(1) > ⇥d(ed, Reff) (see

15

Frequency of cooperators

Selfishness

Journal of Theoretical Biology
Volume 299, 21 April 2012

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00225193


Pastoralism and sharing of grazing 
grounds

• With Avinash Dixit and Daniel Rubenstein

meshakenya.wordpress.com



Basic framework

• Good years AH, bad years AL

• When one has a good year, and other has a 
bad year, m cattle moved from bad to good

• x, z are investments in cattle, land



Variety of mechanisms:
Repeated game

• Social optimum:  Choose transfers to 
maximize total welfare

• 𝑊 = 𝐴1 𝑥1 +𝑚 𝛼𝑧1𝛽 + 𝐴2 𝑥2 −𝑚 𝛼𝑧2𝛽 −
!
"
𝑐 𝑥1 + 𝑧1 2 − !

"
𝑐 𝑥2 + 𝑧2 2

• Nash?  Depends on discount rate



Variety of mechanisms:
Repeated game

• Social optimum
• Nash?
• If not, second-best solutions to make them 

Nash



In herder societies, kinship and 
prosociality can be important 

http://gordonkilgore.com/gallery/countries-h-m/kenya/
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Gintis, Rationality and Society 2003
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Prosociality can emerge endogenously



• Prosociality facilitates cooperation
• Local prosociality with leakage of benefits can 

lead to global cooperation
• Prosociality can be selected for because it 

leave offspring with better life

47



Summary so far:

• Collective action can be effective if it includes 
enforcement

• Prosociality is an important contributor to the 
maintenance of public goods and common 
pool resources

• How are collective decisions made?



Animal flocks, herds and swarms

49
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Can we learn from Nature?
What can we add?

Uninformed Individuals Promote
Democratic Consensus in Animal Groups
Iain D. Couzin,1* Christos C. Ioannou,1† Güven Demirel,2 Thilo Gross,2‡ Colin J. Torney,1

Andrew Hartnett,1 Larissa Conradt,3§ Simon A. Levin,1 Naomi E. Leonard4

Conflicting interests among group members are common when making collective decisions,
yet failure to achieve consensus can be costly. Under these circumstances individuals may be
susceptible to manipulation by a strongly opinionated, or extremist, minority. It has previously
been argued, for humans and animals, that social groups containing individuals who are
uninformed, or exhibit weak preferences, are particularly vulnerable to such manipulative agents.
Here, we use theory and experiment to demonstrate that, for a wide range of conditions, a strongly
opinionated minority can dictate group choice, but the presence of uninformed individuals
spontaneously inhibits this process, returning control to the numerical majority. Our results
emphasize the role of uninformed individuals in achieving democratic consensus amid internal
group conflict and informational constraints.

Social organisms must often achieve a
consensus to obtain the benefits of group
living and to avoid the costs of indecision

(1–12). In some societies, notably those of eu-
social insects,making consensus decisions is often
a unitary, conflict-free process because the close
relatedness among individuals means that they
typically share preferences (11). However, in other
social animals, such as schooling fish, flocking
birds, herding ungulates, and humans, individual
group members may be of low relatedness; thus,
self-interest can play an important role in group
decisions. Reaching a consensus decision, there-
fore, frequently depends on individuals resolving
complex conflicts of interest (1–11, 13, 14).

There are several means of achieving group
consensus. In some cases, decisions made by one
or only a small proportion of the group dictate the
behavior of the entire group (4–6, 13, 14). There-
fore, a minority, or even a single individual, has
the potential to control or exploit the majority,
achieving substantial gains at the expense of
other groupmembers (1–6, 9, 10, 14). In contrast,
consensus can also be reached through demo-
cratic means, with fair representation and an out-
come determined by a plurality. Democratic
decisions tend to be more moderate, minimiz-
ing group consensus costs, particularly in large
animal groups (3). However, in the absence of
established procedures such as voting (8), it is
unclear how equal representation is enforced.

Consequently, for both human societies
(1, 2, 6, 9, 10, 14) and group-living animals
(6, 13), it has been argued that group decisions
can be subject to manipulation by a self-interested
and opinionated minority. In particular, previous
work suggests that groups containing individu-
als who are uninformed, or naïve, about the de-
cision being made are particularly vulnerable to
such manipulation (2, 9, 10, 13). Under this view,
uninformed individuals destabilize the capacity
for collective intelligence in groups (10, 14), with
poorly informed individuals potentially facilitat-
ing the establishment of extremist opinions in
populations (9, 14).

Here, we address the question of whether
and, if so, under which conditions a self-interested
and strongly opinionated minority can exert its
influence on groupmovement decisions.We show

that uninformed individuals (defined as those
who lack a preference or are uninformed about
the features on which the collective decision is
being made) play a central role in achieving dem-
ocratic consensus.

We use a spatially explicit computational
model of animal groups (15) that makes minimal
assumptions regarding the capabilities of indi-
vidual group members; they are assumed to
avoid collisions with others and otherwise exhibit
the capacity to be attracted toward, and to align
direction of travel with, near neighbors (5, 16).
We investigate the case of consensus decision-
making regarding a choice to move to one of two
discrete targets in space (thus, the options are
mutually exclusive).

The direction and strength of an individual’s
preference are encoded in a vector term w! (di-
rected toward the individual’s preferred target).
Higher scalar values of w (equivalent to the
length of thew! vector,w! |w! |) represent a greater
conviction in, or strength of, individual preference
to move in the direction of the target and, thus,
also represent greater intransigence to social in-
fluence (5).We explore the case where there are
two subpopulations within the group—N1 and
N2, respectively—that have different preferred
targets. Because we are interested in determining
whether a minority can exploit a majority, we set
N1 > N2 for the simulation. The strengths of the
preference of the numerical majority and minor-
ity are represented by their respective w values,
w1 and w2. See (15) for details.

If the strength of the majority preference (w1)
is equal to or stronger than the minority pref-
erence (w2), the group has a high probability of
reaching the majority-preferred target (Fig. 1A)
(5). Yet increasing w2 (beyond w1) can result
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Fig. 1. Spatial simulation of consensus decision-making in which individuals’ preferred direction,
weighted by their respective w (see main text), is directed toward their preferred target. (A) w1 = 0.3.
All individuals are informed with majority N1 = 6 and minority N2 = 5. As the minority increases its
preference strength, w2, it increasingly controls group motion. (B) In the presence of sufficient
uninformed individuals, the minority can no longer exploit the majority by increasing w2 (see fig. S2
for other values of N1 and N2). The ratio of the majority to all informed, N1/(N1 + N2), is shown as a
horizontal gray dashed line. The proportion reaching the majority target is calculated as the number of
times (from 20,000 replicates) the majority-preferred target is reached divided by the number of times
a (minority or majority) target was reached (i.e., only consensus decisions were evaluated; splitting was
infrequent; see fig. S5). w1 = 0.3. See (15) for details.
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Governance in the Face of Extreme
Events: Lessons from Evolutionary

Processes for Structuring
Interventions, and the Need to Go
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ABSTRACT

The increasing frequency of extreme events,
exogenous and endogenous, poses challenges for
our societies. The current pandemic is a case in
point; but ‘‘once-in-a-century’’ weather events are
also becoming more common, leading to erosion,
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Urgent challenges

• Global Health
• Climate Change



Public goods and CPR problems are 
central in ecology

• Information
• Tumors
• Chelation and siderophores
• Water use
• N fixation
• Extracellular proteins
• Antibiotics
• Vaccination and maskwearing
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Hesitancy Toward a COVID-19 Vaccine

Linda Thunström,1 Madison Ashworth,1 David Finnoff,1 and Stephen C. Newbold1

Department of Economics, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 82071

Abstract: The scientific community has come together in a mass mobilization to combat the public health

risks of COVID-19, including efforts to develop a vaccine. However, the success of any vaccine depends on the

share of the population that gets vaccinated. We designed a survey experiment in which a nationally repre-

sentative sample of 3,133 adults in the USA stated their intentions to vaccinate themselves and their children

for COVID-19. The factors that we varied across treatments were: the stated severity and infectiousness of

COVID-19 and the stated source of the risk information (White House or the Centers for Disease Control). We

find that 20% of people in the USA intend to decline the vaccine. We find no statistically significant effect on

vaccine intentions from the severity of COVID-19. In contrast, we find that the degree of infectiousness of the

coronavirus influences vaccine intentions and that inconsistent risk messages from public health experts and

elected officials may reduce vaccine uptake. However, the most important determinants of COVID-19 vaccine

hesitancy seem to be distrust of the vaccine safety (including uncertainty due to vaccine novelty), as well as

general vaccine avoidance, as implied by not having had a flu shot in the last two years.

INTRODUCTION

Vaccines have historically proven to be highly successful

and cost-effective tools for disease prevention in humans

(Rémy et al., 2015), domesticated species (Roth, 2011), and

expansion of their use in wild species has been advocated

(Cross et al., 2007). In the face of the current pandemic,

scientists from all over the world have come together to

rapidly develop a vaccine for COVID-19 (Callaway, 2020).

By April 2020, more than 100 COVID-19 vaccine candi-

dates had been developed, several of which quickly ad-

vanced to being tested on humans (Le et al., 2020).

However, the effectiveness of a COVID-19 vaccine in

controlling the spread of disease depends on the coverage,

or uptake level, of the vaccine across a population. A suf-

ficiently high uptake of an effective vaccine may generate

herd immunity (a scenario where most people are immune

to the virus, preventing it from spreading in the popula-

tion; e.g., Fine et al., 2011), which protects also those who

are still susceptible to the virus.1 A barrier to reaching herd

Supplementary Information: The online version contains supplementary material

available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s10393-021-01524-0.
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1The threshold for herd immunity in the population (i.e., the proportion of the

population that needs to be immune, either from a vaccine, previous infections or

both, to ensure herd immunity) is typically inferred from the basic reproduction

number for COVID-19, R0. R0 estimates vary across multiple dimensions, such as

data availability, geographical location and methods used to produce the estimates

(Liu et al., 2020). In the beginning of the pandemic, Sanche et al. (2020) used data
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Vaccine Hesitancy vs. Climate Change

Vaccination-hesitancy and Global-warming: distinct challenges with a similar behavioural 
solution  
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Abstract  

Although the COVID-19 vaccine has dramatically changed the fight against the pandemic, many 

exhibit vaccination-hesitancy. At the same time, continued human-induced emissions 

of greenhouse gases pose an alarming threat to humanity. Based on a recent international study 

that drastically modified COVID-19 health related attitudes, we explain why a similar approach is 

expected to help resolve both behavioral issues: reduce vaccination hesitancy and motivate climate 

actions.  

 

Main text 

 

The remarkable and rapid development of COVID-19 vaccines has provided incredibly effective 

tools in fighting the pandemic1. Nevertheless, large parts of the population exhibit hesitancy to 

take the vaccines, even in countries that provide the vaccine at little or no cost and encourage 

vaccination. In a parallel manner, global warming, driven by human-induced emissions 

of greenhouse gases, threatens food security, water availability, and habitability of entire regions, 

and is perhaps the greatest threat to global health in the 21st century2. Nonetheless, many 

individuals fail to acknowledge the severity of the situation, deny its existence and impact, 

discount the societal benefits, and avoid taking action. Attenuating the influence of global warming 

requires making radical changes in international and governmental policies, diverting corporate 

and industrial norms, and inducing profound changes in individuals’ conduct. All three levels 

necessitate gigantic investments, powerful legislation and effective governance. Moreover, they 

all require wide ranging cooperation among individuals, corporates and political institutions.  



Vaccine Hesitancy vs. Climate Change

• Vaccine hesitancy is a Chicken Game
– Getting vaccinated more likely if others don’t

• Climate change is PD
– Inaction a dominant strategy in most simplistic 

form



Hesitancy is socially mediated



•

•

https://today.yougov.com/topics/international/articles-reports/2020/03/17/fear-catching-covid-19

Cultural  and Political  Influences are Crucial 

Current work with Luojun Yang, Joergen Weibull, Kaushik Basu, 
Avinash Dixit, others



Humans have the advantage of 
prediction and calculation

• We should be able to do even better than 
other species

• But will we?

Towardsdatascience.com



Scientific consensus is strong on many 
core environmental issues

Robert Rohde, for Global Warming Art

http://www.globalwarmingart.com/


But adequate action to address them 
has been lacking

• Primary limitations to solutions not 
scientific knowledge, but rather 

• Willingness of people and governments 
to commit to the common good

• And  to cooperate in finding solutions 
that benefit all

www.edie.net
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https://today.yougov.com/topics/international/articles-reports/2020/03/17/fear-catching-covid-19

Cultural  and Political  Influences are Crucial 

Current work with Luojun Yang, Joergen Weibull, Kaushik Basu, 
Avinash Dixit, others



Social norms are key
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limate change, biodiversity loss, an-

tibiotic resistance, and other global 

challenges pose major collective ac-

tion problems: A group benefits from 

a certain action, but no individual 

has sufficient incentive to act alone. 

Formal institutions, e.g., laws and treaties, 

have helped address issues like ozone deple-

tion, lead pollution, and acid rain. However, 

formal institutions are not always able to 

enforce collectively desirable outcomes. In 

such cases, informal institutions, such as 

social norms, can be important. If condi-

tions are right, policy can support social 

norm changes, helping address even global 

problems. To judge when this is realistic, 

and what role policy can play, we discuss 

three crucial questions: Is a tipping point 

likely to exist, such that vicious cycles of so-

cially damaging behavior can potentially be 

turned into virtuous ones? Can policy create 

tipping points where none exist? Can policy 

push the system past the tipping point?

In small groups, social norms can facilitate 

cooperation (1). Solutions can be specific to 

context (e.g., small-scale irrigated rice pad-

dies in Nepal) and local in nature. Yet social 

norms can affect behavior on larger scales, 

e.g., cessation of smoking in public places (2, 

3), abandonment of foot-binding in China (4),  

and changed fertility norms (4)—all striking 

large-scale transformations of social (dis)ap-

proval and behavior.

 The concept of social norms varies across 

disciplines [e.g., psychology (5) and econom-

ics (4)] and that creates an obstacle to in-

terdisciplinary communication. We define a 

social norm as a predominant behavioral pat-

tern within a group, supported by a shared 

understanding of acceptable actions and sus-

tained through social interactions within that 

group (1). We focus on recurrent behavioral 

patterns that are widely conformed to but 

are also widely perceived as the right thing 

to do. Social feedback helps make norms self-

reinforcing and thus stable.

When norms do change, however, that 

can happen abruptly. Ecologists have de-

veloped a thorough understanding of tip-

ping points—and the role feedbacks play 

in crossing them—that is highly relevant 

to understanding social norm changes (6). 

Here, we try to integrate these views.

IS THERE A TIPPING POINT?

For vicious and virtuous behavioral cycles 

to arise, people must be more willing to 

choose a behavior the more widespread it 

is. The tipping point is where a vicious cy-

cle turns into a virtuous one, or vice versa. 

Social, economic, and technical factors of-

ten invoke a need for people to coordinate 

their behavior. Striking cases are provided 

by network externalities, in which a good’s 

value to the individual increases with the 

frequency of others consuming that same 

type of good. For example, if few own elec-

tric cars, charging stations are rare and few 

will buy electric cars; if most cars are elec-

tric, gas stations are rare, and few buy gas-

fueled cars.

Similar coordination benefits occur in 

social life. Diet variation across countries 

cannot be fully explained by prices, in-

comes, and nutrition content (7); it appears 

that other forces, like norms, are involved. 

Differing diets make cooking shared meals 

cumbersome. If people tend to prefer the 

foods they are used to, sticking to the most 

common diet is convenient. The availabil-

ity and quality of particular foods in stores 

and restaurants may increase with demand. 

Hence, if a less meat-intensive diet became 

the norm, individuals might conform partly 

owing to social pressure or a wish to be en-

vironmentally friendly; but a primary mo-

tive may simply be to enjoy pleasant and 

convenient joint meals.

When behavior is easily observable (e.g., 

smoking), social sanctioning can create 

tipping points. If norm followers sanction 

norm violators, the social sanctioning of 

violators increases as the share of follow-

ers grows (2). Other mechanisms inducing 

people to act like others include conditional 

cooperation—an often observed willingness 

to cooperate more when others cooperate 

more (8)—and social learning of personal 

moral responsibility through observing the 

behavior of others (9).

Social, economic, and other feedbacks 

can be intertwined and hard to disen-

tangle. What matters for behavior is their 

combined effect. For example, recycling 

of household waste with curbside collec-

tion requires little cost and effort and is 

easily observable by neighbors. A modest 

social feedback, like conformity, may thus 

suffice to create a tipping point. In other 

cases, counteracting factors dominate: 

Misuse of antibiotics is not easily observed 

by peers, and perceived medical benefits 

can be substantial. Firms’ and individuals’ 

greenhouse gas emissions originate from 

a plethora of actions; many of which are 
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Social norms can change rapidly

• Attitudes towards 
– Foot binding
– Smoking in public places
– Racial equality
– Gender equality
– Climate change
– Pandemic?

http://message.snop
es.com

PLoS Biology  |  www.plosbiology.org 0943

Over the past century and a 
half, we have made enormous 
progress in assembling 

a coherent picture of genetic 
evolution—that is, changes in the pools 
of genetic information possessed by 
populations, the genetic differentiation 
of populations (speciation) (see 
summaries in [1,2]), and the 
application of that understanding to 
the physical evolution of Homo sapiens 
and its forebears ([3]; e.g., [4,5]). But 
human beings, in addition to being 
products of biological evolution, are—
vastly more than any other organisms—
also products of a process of “cultural 
evolution.” Cultural evolution 
consists of changes in the nongenetic 
information stored in brains, stories, 
songs, books, computer disks, and 
the like. Despite some important fi rst 
steps, no integrated picture of the 
process of cultural evolution that has 
the explanatory power of the theory of 
genetic evolution has yet emerged. 

Much of the effort to examine 
cultural evolution has focused on 
interactions of the genetic and cultural 
processes (e.g., [6], see also references 
in [7]). This focus, however, provides 
a sometimes misleading perspective, 
since most of the behavior of our 
species that is of interest to policy 
makers is a product of the portion 
of cultural evolution [8] that occurs 
so rapidly that genetic change is 
irrelevant. There is a long-recognized 
need both to understand the process 
of human cultural evolution per se 
and to fi nd ways of altering its course 
(an operation in which institutions 
as diverse as schools, prisons, and 
governments have long been engaged). 
In a world threatened by weapons 
of mass destruction and escalating 
environmental deterioration, the need 
to change our behavior to avoid a 
global collapse [9] has become urgent. 
A clear understanding of how cultural 
changes interact with individual actions 
is central to informing democratically 

and humanely guided efforts to 
infl uence cultural evolution. While 
most of the effort to understand that 
evolution has come from the social 
sciences, biologists have also struggled 
with the issue (e.g., p. 285 of [10], 
[11–16], and p. 62 of [17]). We argue 
that biologists and social scientists 
need one another and must collectively 
direct more of their attention to 
understanding how social norms 
develop and change. Therefore, we 
offer this review of the challenge in 
order to emphasize its multidisciplinary 
dimensions and thereby to recruit a 
broader mixture of scientists into a 
more integrated effort to develop a 
theory of change in social norms—and, 
eventually, cultural evolution as a 
whole.

What Are the Relevant Units 
of Culture?
Norms (within this paper understood 
to include conventions or customs) 
are representative or typical patterns 
and rules of behavior in a human 
group [18], often supported by legal 
or other sanctions. Those sanctions, 
norms in themselves, have been 
called “metanorms” when failure to 
enforce them is punished [17,19,20]. 
In our (liberal) usage, norms are 
standard or ideal behaviors “typical” 
of groups. Whether these indeed 
represent the average behaviors 
of individuals in the groups is an 
open question, and depends on 
levels of conformity. Conformity or 
nonconformity with these norms 
are attributes of individuals, and, 
of course, heterogeneity in those 
attributes is important to how norms 
evolve. Norms and metanorms 
provide a cultural “stickiness” (p. 10 
of [21]) or viscosity that can help 
sustain adaptive behavior and retard 
detrimental changes, but that equally 
can inhibit the introduction and spread 
of benefi cial ones. It is in altering 
normative attitudes that changes can be 
implemented.

Here, we review the daunting 
problem of understanding how norms 
change, discuss some basic issues, 

argue that progress will depend on 
the development of a comprehensive 
quantitative theory of the initiation 
and spread of norms (and ultimately 
all elements of culture), and introduce 
some preliminary models that 
examine the spread of norms in space 
or on social networks. Most models 
of complex systems are meant to 
extract signal from noise, suppressing 
extraneous detail and thereby allowing 
an examination of the infl uence of 
the dominant forces that drive the 
dynamics of pattern and process. To 
this end, models necessarily introduce 
some extreme simplifying assumptions. 

Early attempts to model cultural 
evolution have searched for parallels 
of the population genetic models used 
to analyze genetic evolution. A popular 
analogy, both tempting and facile, has 
been that there are cultural analogues 
of genes, termed “memes” [22,23], 
which function as replicable cultural 
units. Memes can be ideas, behaviors, 
patterns, units of information, and 
so on. But the differences between 
genes and memes makes the analogy 
inappropriate, and “memetics” has 
not led to real understanding of 
cultural evolution. Genes are relatively 
stable, mutating rarely, and those 
changes that do occur usually result in 
nonfunctional products. In contrast, 
memes are extremely mutable, often 
transforming considerably with each 
transmission. Among humans, genes 
can only pass unidirectionally from 
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The central issues are issues of 
behavior and culture

• Intergenerational  and intragenerational
equity

• Public goods and common pool resources
• Cooperation in the Commons
• Social norms and institutions
• Leadership and developing consensus
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Equity:
We discount 

• The future

www.elements4health.com



We discount 

• The future
• The interests of others

info.acoustiblok.com

http://info.acoustiblok.com/blog/?Tag=noise%20on%20airplanes


How do we protect ourselves, others 
and future generations against the 

consequences of our overuse of 
resources?

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/ifrHogDujXw/max
resdefault.jpg



Can cooperation be extended to the 
global level?

https://timedotcom.files.wordpress.com/2018/06/
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A Polycentric Approach for Coping with Climate Change

Elinor Ostrom

Indiana University

This paper proposes an alternative approach to addressing the complex
problems of climate change caused by greenhouse gas emissions. The author,
who won the 2009 Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences, argues that single poli-
cies adopted only at a global scale are unlikely to generate su�cient trust
among citizens and firms so that collective action can take place in a compre-
hensive and transparent manner that will e↵ectively reduce global warming.
Furthermore, simply recommending a single governmental unit to solve global
collective action problems is inherently weak because of free-rider problems.
For example, the Carbon Development Mechanism (CDM) can be ‘gamed’ in
ways that hike up prices of natural resources and in some cases can lead to
further natural resource exploitation. Some flaws are also noticeable in the
Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation in Developing
Countries (REDD) program. Both the CDM and REDD are vulnerable to
the free-rider problem. As an alternative, the paper proposes a polycentric
approach at various levels with active oversight of local, regional, and national
stakeholders. E↵orts to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions are a classic
collective action problem that is best addressed at multiple scales and lev-
els. Given the slowness and conflict involved in achieving a global solution
to climate change, recognizing the potential for building a more e↵ective way
of reducing green house gas emissions at multiple levels is an important step
forward. A polycentric approach has the main advantage of encouraging ex-
perimental e↵orts at multiple levels, leading to the development of methods
for assessing the benefits and costs of particular strategies adopted in one type
of ecosystem and compared to results obtained in other ecosystems. Build-
ing a strong commitment to find ways of reducing individual emissions is an
important element for coping with this problem, and having others also take
responsibility can be more e↵ectively undertaken in small- to medium-scale
governance units that are linked together through information networks and
monitoring at all levels. This paper was prepared as a background paper for
the 2010 World Development Report on Climate Change.

1. THE CHALLENGE OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Richard Meserve, President of the Carnegie Institution of Washington
and former Chairman of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, opened
a panel on Global Change at the October 7, 2007, Stated Meeting of the
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Prosociality and multiple 

groups
Localized Pro-Social Preferences, Public Goods and

Common-Pool Resources

Andrew Tilman, Avinash Dixit, and Simon Levin

June 11, 2018

Abstract

The presence of pro-social preferences is thought to reduce significantly the difficulty

of solving our societal collective action problems such as providing public goods (or

reducing public bads). However, pro-sociality is often limited to members of an in-

group. We present a general theoretical model where society is split into subgroups and

people care more about the welfare of others within their own subgroup than they do

about others. Additionally, individual contributions to the public good spill over and

benefit members in each group to some degree. We then consider special cases of our

general model under which we can examine the consequences of localized pro-sociality

for the economic outcomes of society as a whole. We find that relative public-good

provision can be either a concave or a convex function of the level of pro-sociality. The

former arises when public and private efforts are poor substitutes, and in that case even

low levels of pro-sociality can lead to public-goods provision near the social optimum.

1 Introduction and motivation1

As the world becomes more interconnected, we increasingly are faced with problems of the2

Commons and their governance (Hardin, 1968; Ostrom, 1990; Levin, 1999). Individuals and3

nations withdraw water, fish and other resources from a finite pool; overuse of antibiotics4

erodes their effectiveness (Smith et al., 2005); and the emission of pollutants and greenhouse5

gases fouls the atmosphere. In most such situations, individual incentives are insufficient6

to restrain usage of finite resources and sustain public goods in the Commons; governments7

must find ways to change the incentive structure to overcome the tendency to overexploit.8

The task may be easier in smaller societies, where pro-social preferences may play a greater9

1

Theoretical Ecology



Nations have interlocking 
memberships
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Incomplete cooperation and co-benefits:  
Deepening climate cooperation with a proliferation of small agreements 
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Abstract [221 words]: 
 
Case study and model results lend some optimism for the potential of small coalitions to 
substantially deepen international cooperation on energy and climate issues. Drawing motivation 
from other issue areas in international relations ranging from nuclear non-proliferation, 
transboundary air pollution and liberalized trade, we use an evolutionary-game-theoretic model 
to analyze dynamic cooperative regimes that yield domestic incentives to contribute to public 
goods provision (co-benefits). Co-benefits may be limited, but can create a nucleus for formation 
of coalitions that endure because of club benefits (increasing returns to participation) and path 
dependences. The Climate and Clean Air Coalition (CCAC) is a prime example of an agreement 
that employs a synergy between increasing returns to membership (technology exchange) and 
co-benefits structures to deepen cooperation on non-CO2 greenhouse gases. Our game-theoretic 
results support two important insights for the building blocks approach to addressing climate 
change: sustained cooperation in club agreements is possible even when public goods are not 
entirely excludable and some members of the population free ride; and second, cooperation in 
small club configurations yields larger non-excludable public goods benefits than cooperation in 
more inclusive forums. This paper lends positive support – at least from a game theoretic 
perspective – that a proliferation of small agreements may be more effective (not just more 
likely) in addressing climate change than an inclusive approach endorsed by the UNFCCC.  
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What I found to be a more interesting perspective was the diagram that demonstrates the changes in the human impact on the planet
over the years as outlined below. Once again, I think this makes intuitive sense.

This paper discusses an important concept for the scienti c study of sustainability known as carrying capacity (CC). This is de ned as the
‘total consumption—determined by population, in-equality, and per capita consumption—that the resources of a given environment can
maintain over the long term. Consumption of natural resources by a population beyond the rate that nature can replenish overshoots the
Carrying Capacity of a given system and runs the risk of collapse’. The ‘Modeling sustainability’
(https://academic.oup.com/nsr/article/3/4/470/2669331/Modeling-sustainability-population-inequality) paper highlights, however, that:

�



Conclusions

• Public goods and common pool resource 
problems represent fundamental challenges in 
economics and in evolutionary biology

• Collective action can emerge from local 
interactions

• Multiple scales: Collective decisions can impose 
“mutual coercion, mutually agreed upon”

• Linking these is key to understanding the 
management of the Commons



Can cooperation be extended to the 
global level?

http://www.c2es.org/international/2015-agreement



Emergence of cooperation within 
groups is often for the benefit of 

conflict with other groups

http://www.twcenter.net/forums/showthread.
php?284308-RTR-AAR-Alexander-Reborn-A-Makedonian-AAR

http://www.twcenter.net/forums/showthread


In the global commons, there is no 
“other” 

c

Walt Kelly



Understanding how to achieve international 
cooperation is at the core of achieving 

sustainability in dealing with our common 
enemy: environmental degradation



Thank you

…so that we can achieve a sustainable future 
for our children and grandchildren

Carole Levin


